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1 Introduction

The ideal role of a Decision Support System (DSS) has been often characterized using the

metaphor of a computer-based assistant (11[16][19]123) able to support and amplify the skills of

decision-makers faced with complex, unstructured problems.

One of the most important functions of such an assistant is to complement the decision-maker's

own capability to analyze and solve problems by providing access to so-called Model Bases. In strong

analogy to the more popular Data Bases, such Model Bases consist in a structured collection of

analytical techniques and problem-solving methods (algorithms and heuristics) the majority of which

have been developed over the last decades in scientific fields like Operations Research, Decision

Science and Artificial Intelligence.

From a technical point of view, the integration of Model Bases within a DSS poses many different

challenging problems such as the identification of suitable representation schemata, of efficient

storage/retrieval mechanisms and of internal model manipulation languages. These are the principal

issues addressed in the Model Management research field [4][6].

Whilst a large amount of research has been oriented towards mainly technical questions, very little

attention has been given to a second, less technical dimension which is nevertheless of crucial

importance in the context of developing • effective DSS: We refer here to the cognitive aspects

involved in the attempt to integrate scientific problem-solving techniques within human everyday

decision-making processes (Model Integration) versus the more technical aspects of merely managing

a set of models and methods within a computer-based system.

In fact, the presence - within the system - of decision-relevant knowledge (in this particular case: the

existence of a Model Base with a corresponding Management System) is a necessary, but not

sufficient condition for the realization of the assistant metaphor/vision. Three further necessary

conditions are:

(1) the DSS capability to establish an effective communication channel with its users,

allowing them to express their own models of a decision situation in an interactive,

incremental process

(Users-Models communication Link)

(2) the DSS capability to dynamically analyze and interpret the models described by the

decision-maker in order to identify suitable methods (available in the Model Base) to be

proposed and used in the context of the decision situation modeled by the user

(Models-Methods interpretation Link)
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(3) the DSS capability to make its knowledge (the methods available in the Model Base as

well as the information resulting from their application) available to the decision-maker in a

dynamic, high-level (context-related) way

(Methods-Users integration Link)
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Figure 1: Users-Models (U-M), Models-Methods (M-M) and Methods-Users (M-U) Links in a DSS

The three necessary conditions (1), (2) and (3) can be visualized as three links connecting users

with models (the communication link), models with methods (the interpretation link) and methods back

with users (the integration link). These three links are illustrated in Figure 1 within a classical framework

[3] breaking up a DSS into its three basic components: Language System, Problem Processing

System and Knowledge System.

As a result, Model Integration can be considered as an additional dimension of Model Management

addressing human-computer interaction issues and aiming at the development of structured

approaches for linking users, models and methods in DSS.

In this paper we discuss an approach to Model Integration based on the idea of exchanging

examples as an effective means of enhancing human-computer interaction along a decision-making

process. As will be shown in the following sections, this approach - called Modeling by Example (MbE)
- leads to the development of knowledge-based DSS [8][13] in which

() the process of modeling a specific decision situation with the help of a computer-based

system is effectively made accessible to experienced modelers as well as to computer-
naive decision-makers (end-users), and

(ii) the access and use of complex problem-solving methods is facilitated and actively

enhanced [17][18][23] by a knowledge-based system component acting as an intelligent

assistant during the whole decision-making process.
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The rest of this paper is organized into three sections discussing in more detail the impact of MbE

on Model Management/Model Integration. In section 2 we summarize the general principle underlying

the MbE approach. The following two sections present a discussion of two particular concepts which

play a key role in the application of MbE to Model Management and in its concrete implementation

within a DSS: "Visual Interactive, Object-Oriented Modeling" and "Interpretative Computer

Intelligence."

2 The Principle of Modelling by Example

The realization of the MbE approach can be retraced as a two-step process: The first step consists

in supplying the DSS users with a suitable modeling environment (Users-Models Link). In the second

step, the modeling environment is enhanced with an inference mechanism whose main objective is to

identify problem-solving methods which can be applied to the user-defined models (Models-Methods

Link), to activate and run them interactively and to communicate their results in a suitable, context-

dependent way (Methods-Users Link).

More specifically, the modeling environment provided in the first step must fulfil two basic

requirements. The first one concerns the important issue of usability. The modeling medium and the

modeling tools provided must match the skills and knowledge of the DSS users [9][32], enabling them

to easily and flexibly describe the decision situation they want to explore. The second basic

requirement is very closely interrelated with the realization of the MbE approach: Within the modeling

environment, the DSS users must be allowed to incrementally describe different examples of solution

alternatives. This is a crucial requirement, as in the MbE approach, such examples serve as the main

communication channel between the decision-maker and the knowledge-based component of the

system.

A concrete illustration of these two requirements is shown in Figure 2. The figure gives a partial

view of the modeling environment of the Tolomeo system, a knowledge-based DSS supporting

modeling and problem-solving in a geo-/demographical context [1]. This environment has been built

taking into consideration, that "...people often find it easier to think about specific examples than to

reason about the properties of abstract expressions" [22]. Accordingly, the system supports decision-

makers in representing their problems in the form of visual models. Users are allowed to define

different types of objects involved in the specific decision situation and to incrementally build models

by positioning different objects on a "map" representing the modeling medium provided by the

Tolomeo system.
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Figure 2: A view of the visual modeling environment of the Tolomeo system. In this specific case, the
user has developed a model for designing and studying a pan-European communication system involving

two main networks (one in the West and another in the East) and a third, future network - represented by

the thick, black links called "WELinks" - connecting the two local systems.

Moreover, such a modeling environment (whose general characteristics will be described in section

3) effectively supports decision-makers in designing examples of possible solutions. For instance, the

model of Figure 2 can be used for configuring a network connecting West European transmission

points with East European ones. Different network configurations, or - in MbE terminology - different

solution examples can be interactively designed and tested by introducing, removing and

manipulating the black "WELinks" on the map.

As suggested in the introduction, the dynamic exchange of examples is the means through which

the decision-makers objectives are linked to the system's knowledge (problem-solving techniques). In

the second phase of the MbE approach (which will be described in more details in section 4) the

solution examples modeled by the decision-maker serves for activating a dynamic inference process

which leads step by step to

1) the assertion of facts describing (in a logic formalism) the characteristics of the solution examples
modeled by the decision-maker,
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2) the subsequent formulation of hypotheses about the structure of a formal problem whose

solutions would match the characteristics of the given examples,

3) the selection and activation of methods/mathematical techniques to be used for solving the

formal problem identified in the previous step,

4) the generation of new examples (representing the system's reply) and to the direct

representation of these new solution alternatives within the user-defined model.

In summary, the final objective of the MbE approach and of the two-step process described above

is to enable a DSS to reproduce interactively the procedure followed by human assistants or

consultants reflecting the Intelligence-Design-Choice model proposed by Simon [25]: The first step of

this procedure (Intelligence phase) generally consists of asking decision-makers to describe - in their

own words - the situation they face and the kind of solutions they are looking for. In the following step

the consultant tries to identify the problem structure by interpreting the decision-makers descriptions

and by translating them into a formal model (Design phase). In the last step (Choice phase), the

consultant explores the opportunity for applying specific techniques (scientific methods) in order to

solve the problem - more precisely, the consultant's interpretation of the problem - and finally submits

the results to the decision-maker in form of a new suggestion.

It should be remarked at this point, that while offering concrete guidelines for enhancing human-

computer cooperation in problem-solving, the MbE approach does not and cannot lead to the

development of perfect oracles which guess the decision-makers needs immediately and errorless.

As normally happens to its human counterpart (the assistant or consultant), even the knowledge-

based system described here may come up with suggestions which do not match the user's

expectations. In the human-human interaction case, the decision-maker might explain to the

consultant why the solution proposed does not correspond to his or her expectations and needs,

helping the analyst to incorporate additional information into the model.

A similar interactive learning process takes place in the MbE approach: The user - confronted with

the new examples generated by the system - is stimulated to generate new examples (or modify

previous ones) in order to make clear to the system the kind of solution he or she is effectively looking

for. This additional information is then taken into consideration by the system during the next run of the

inference engine and generally leads to the generation of better hypotheses and solutions ("better in

this context meaning that the proposed solutions match in a more accurate way the decision-makers

expectations).
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Moreover, adopting the MbE approach allows a DSS to dynamically contribute to the decision-

making process without requiring from the user to deal with technical details which are not directly

related to the specific decision-making task. The capability of the system to communicate with the user

in a contingent, context-related way at a very concrete level (by exchanging meaningful examples)

allows even complex problem-solving methods and techniques to be integrated into the human-

computer interaction process in a seamless way.

3 Visual Interactive, Object-Oriented Modeling

In the context of supporting decision-making with computer-based tools, modeling can be

interpreted as a translation process in which someone's mental perception of a real-world situation is

incrementally transformed into an explicit, analyzable representation. The design of a modeling

environment supporting this process involves the specification of a language" which enables

decision-makers to convert their mental concepts and express them in a concrete manner. Examples

of such languages are mathematics and first-order logic as well as, for instance, the construction kits

children use for mapping their world's view into concrete objects made up of plastic blocks of different

shapes assembled together in an elementary way.

In all these cases, one can recognize two components which are common to every modeling

environment:

1) an abstract language structure, i.e. a set of modeling primitives (alphabet) and a set of rules

allowing to combine these primitives into high-level structures (words) and associate specific

meaning to them (semantic),

2) a concrete expression form, i.e. a physical medium and a concrete interaction form supporting the

effective use of the abstract modeling language.

In the MbE approach, these two components are provided (1) by a modeling language based on an

object-oriented knowledge representation scheme, and (2) by a visual interaction form supporting

incremental model development and exploration (see [1], [2] and [31] for further discussions on the

use of Visual Interaction as a tool for computer-based decision support).

Object-Oriented Modeling

Object-oriented concepts have been successfully applied to different domains, such as

programming [28], database management [5], user-interface design [26], Artificial Intelligence [29] and

modeling (cf. [5] for a general reference on data modeling and [21] for an application of the object-

oriented framework to the "Structured Modeling" approach proposed by Geoffrion [10]). Within this
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framework, models can be generally represented as collections of objects grouped into classes (or

types). Objects belonging to the same class share the same set of properties, representations and

behavior, i.e. they respond on the same way to stimuli (messages) conveyed to them by other objects

(cf. [11] for a detailed illustration of a fully-fledged object-oriented system).

Figure 3: Basic object-oriented structure underlying the modeling language.

The possibility of organizing classes into hierarchies (inheritance structures) and of associating

formulas and constraints with the properties of every single object (see Figure 3) are three further

conditions needed in order to realize the MbE approach.

The first condition permits the definition of structural relationships between different model

components. For example, class B representing production sites could be defined as a subclass of a

class A representing industrial areas. This structural relationship implies that an object of class B can

only exist in association with an object of class A, i.e. production sites would not be possible outside

industrial areas. Another example of a structural relationship is the definition of a class D establishing a

binary relation between the objects of two classes B and C. In a concrete case, the objects of class D

could represent transportation channels connecting production sites (class B) with customers (class

C).

The second condition guarantees the possibility of defining functional relationships within a model

by specifying formulas for calculating the values of specific object-properties. For instance, let us

assume that one of the properties associated with customer-objects represents transportation costs.

The value of this property could be automatically derived by adding the values of the properties

shipping costs associated with each transportation_channel connecting the customer with a

production_site.
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The third condition concerns the possibility of associating constraints with object-properties.

Constraints play a crucial role in the modeling process as they can be used for expressing real-world

facts - as for instance a constraint expressing that the value of a specific property should not exceed a

given threshold - or they can serve as a modeling tool for expressing the modelers objectives or

expectations - as for instance a constraint expressing that the value of the property

transportation costs introduced above should be as low as possible.

Visual Interactive Environments

The usability of the modeling environment is a critical factor in the realization of MbE as it reflects the

effectiveness of the Users-Models Link. Therefore it is particularly important to identify a suitable

medium and interaction form for actually supporting and stimulating decision-makers to employ the

object-oriented language described above in order to model and explore their decision problems. The

implementation of a visual interactive environment is a viable solution - another being the use of a

natural language interface - for completing this step. Practical experiences show that visualization and

direct manipulation of visual symbols [24] enhance the users acceptance and productivity because

they provide a feeling of directness which has been described [15] in terms of (1) increased

engagement (i.e. the feeling of communicating with the object of interest in a direct way), (2)

decreased articulatory distance (i.e. the degree to which the interaction form reflects the application

objects and tasks involved), and (3) decreased semantic distance (i.e. the degree to which the

semantic concepts used within the modeling environment are compatible with those of the system

user).

Figure 4 shows a logistics model developed within such a visual interactive environment. Using the

"Menu"-window, users can introduce step by step the classes of objects they need for describing

different model components. Using a straightforward visual language, they can specify structural

relationships between classes, introduce object-properties and decide about the visual

representation of single objects. In the case represented in Figure 4, the model consists of a class of

objects representing markets, a second class representing production sites (plants), a class of links

between market-objects representing transportation channels and a class of polygonal objects

representing geographical sectors within the planning area visualized by a background map.

Whenever a class has been defined on the "Menu", the user can immediately introduce new objects in

the model by positioning their symbols on the map. He can further visualize and edit the properties

and values of single objects - as for instance the properties size and share of the market-object in the

top left corner of Figure 4 - and manipulate every model component in order to represent and test

different scenarios.
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Figure 4: Visualization of a production and distribution model developed with the Tolomeo system.

In summary, the combination of the Iwo design guidelines described above - object-oriented
knowledge representation and visual interaction - leads to the development of modeling
environments suitable for the realization of the MbE approach. This result is obtained by providing a
formal framework which allows the representation of even extremely complex models but still enables
decision-makers to interact with the system by means of an intuitively clear, visual language.

Furthermore, in such environments, the Users-Models Link discussed in sections 1 and 2 can be
easily enhanced through the implementation of spreadsheet-like mechanisms (automatic recalculation
based on the user-defined formulas) as well as constraint-checking procedures which dynamically
monitor and visualize the fulfillment of the constraints introduced within a model. Such additional
mechanisms contribute in transforming the modeling tool into a reactive environment supporting
"What If" analysis and visual problem-solving (cf. the concept of "visual optimization" discussed in
[20]).
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4 Interpretative Computer Intelligence

One of the main characteristics of the MbE approach is the explicit separation between models and

methods. Models are considered as products of the decision-makers' knowledge reflecting their

evolving perception of a decision situation without any a-priori assumptions about the application of a

specific method or solving technique. Traditional computer-based tools tend to force users to interpret

real-world situations in terms of a specific, predefined problem structure (e.g. a linear model). DSSs

resulting from the MbE approach invert this inadequate state of affairs: Their strategy is to supply

decision-makers with suitable tools without constraining them - or their creativity - during the modeling

phase (step 1) and then take over the task of dynamically interpreting the users' models in order to

identify methods and techniques to be proposed and applied in the specific context (step 2).

The above consideration should be sufficient for motivating the use of the term "Interpretative

Computer Intelligence" for denominating the second step of the MbE approach, i.e. the realization of

the Models-Methods and the Methods-Users Links. What we will describe in the following paragraphs

is how such a dynamic interpretation process can be accomplished by means of a knowledge-based

system component which communicates with the decision-maker through a progressive exchange of

examples.

For illustrating in a more concrete way the nature of this exchange of examples, let us consider

again the production model represented in Figure 4. The purpose of this specific model is to identify a

segmentation of the planning area and to decide which markets should be supplied by which plants.

The planner might decide to proceed by first dividing the area into manageable regions and then

locating single production sites in each region. In this case, he would design some sectors on the map

and propose them as a possible solution example. The expected reply of the knowledge-based

component would then consist in notifying the user about its capability to generate alternative sets of

regions satisfying specific characteristics (for instance, a set of regions which is balanced from the

point of view of market demand). Bound by the users approval, the system would then generate a

new example and display it on the map. The user would have immediate access to the new solution

alternative, could compare it with previous ones and possibly modify it according to his own

judgement. Later on, the user might want to decide the location of production sites. After placing

some of them on the map (cf. the plant symbols in Figure 4) the user could ask again for the system's

advice by declaring his plants as the new solution example. The system should now be able to reply

suggesting the generation of new sets of locations with the specific characteristic of optimizing costs,
or transport time, or a combination of both, depending on the information available in the model.

By these means - i.e. by suggesting dynamically the application of problem-solving techniques and

by confronting the user with alternative solutions - the system would actively and seamlessly
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contribute to a better understanding of the problem, to the identification of solutions satisfying the

decision-maker, as well as to their justification and communication.

The Models-Methods Interpretation Link

As discussed in the last part of section 2 in connection with the human assistant metaphor, the

Models-Methods Link can be broken down into:

(1) a translation phase, in which the model and the examples described by the decision-maker are

reduced to a formal representation,

(2) an analysis phase, in which the structure and the main characteristics of the user-defined

examples are progressively deduced,

(3) a pattern matching phase, in which the most suitable techniques available in the Model Base

are identified and selected.

The goal of the translation phase consists in extracting some of the components of the users

model and in translating them into a system-internal, formal representation. The extraction scheme is

illustrated in Figure 5 and aims at limiting the translation process only to those model components

which are strictly related to the solution example designed by the decision-maker.   

User-declared example formal representation of   

MC which are MC which are MC which areModel Components
(MC) structurally functionally related through

describing the related related constraints
example with the MC with the MC with the MC

identified in 1 identified in 1 identified in 1

Figure 5: Selection of relevant model components in the translation phase.

The choice of a specific formal language to be used for representing and manipulating model

components is basically MbE-independent, provided that it does not affect efficiency in this or in one

of the following phases. The choice is an implementation issue depending on the knowledge

representation scheme and on the inference mechanisms available within the Model Management (or

Problem Processing) System of the DSS. For instance, the model management component of the

Tolomeo system has been realized through a combination of both procedural and declarative

elements (implemented in Modula2 and Prolog). During the translation phase, all the relevant model

components are derived following the scheme of Figure 5 and represented as a collection of Prolog

facts and predicates.



Whilst the realization of the translation phase implies the use of "formalization knowledge" (i.e. the

system's capability to identify relevant components in the users model and to describe them formally),

the next step, the analysis phase, requires "mapping-specific knowledge" [7] to be integrated into the

system. In fact, the analysis of solution examples must lead in this phase to the identification of

plausible problem structures. In more specific terms, context-dependent as well as context-

independent tests are performed during this phase in order to identify:

(1) the generic structure of a possible solution (feasibility space),

(2) the criteria used for evaluating and comparing solution alternatives (objective function).

Context-independent tests aim at detecting structural and functional relationships which disclose

relevant characteristics of the given solution examples. Consider for instance the case where the four

plants in the model of Figure 4 are pointed out as a solution example. In this specific model, plants

have been defined as a subclass of the markets class, meaning that the location of plants is delimited

to geographical points in which a market exists. This fact represents a relevant context-independent

structural relationship, as it implicitly restricts the feasible solution domain to a given, finite set of

alternatives.

Furthermore, some user-defined properties associated with the plant-objects might assume

different values depending on the plants current location. Properties representing local ground costs

or distribution costs would implicitly establish functional relationships between the example and its

surrounding model components (ground costs as a variable depending on the local markets and

distribution costs as a function of the available transportation channels). The identification of such

functional relationships and properties is extremely relevant as it provides criteria to be used for

evaluating and comparing different solution alternatives.

Whilst context-independent tests are solely based on the analysis of generic features, context-

dependent tests aim at identifying particular characteristics which are relevant within the specific

decision context supported by a DSS (geographical or financial planning, accounting, CAD/CAM, etc).

For instance, in the geographical context underlying the Tolomeo system, models are primarily

represented in the 2-dimensional framework of a map. Relevant characteristics within this specific

context can be detected through an analysis of the graph-theoretic structure of a solution. As will be

discussed in in an example later on, such tests involve the knowledge of particular graph-theoretic

structures such as paths, trees, circles etc. In the case of the production model introduced above, the

solution example (the plants location) has no particular graph-theoretic structure but one of the

system's tasks is to recognize that every plant is geographically contained in exactly one sector

("contained in" being a relevant relationship in the context of spatial modeling). The detection of such

a one-to-one relationship between plants and sectors is particularly important as it supports the

hypothesis that the problem explored by the decision-maker can be solved by decomposing the task

into the identification of the best plant location for each given sector.
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Before starting the pattern-matching phase, the facts inferred during the analysis phase are stored

dynamically in the system's knowledge base and are grouped as illustrated in Figure 6. This particular

organization is motivated by the fact that mathematical problems can be described in terms of their

specific feasibility space (i.e. the conditions to be fulfilled by a solution), an objective function (if any) to

be maximized or minimized, and a further set of characteristics reflecting generic information (problem

size, type of data involved, etc.). The next step consists in matching the content of the dynamic

knowledge base with the content of the model base where the available algorithms and heuristics are

represented in an analogous form. The first group of facts inferred from the structure of the solution

examples (group 1 in Figure 6) assumes the major role in guiding the identification of suitable

methods. The second large group of facts (group 3) plays only a secondary role in the process of

selecting a specific method, but is extremely important for the identification of the data to be used in

the execution phase. For instance, a Shortest Path (SP) or a Traveling Salesman (TS) algorithm

generate different solutions depending on the choice of the underlying cost function. Finally, a third

group of facts (group 2 in Figure 6) supports choices related to problem decomposition, to the

automatic linkage of different methods and to the discrimination between several alternatives. For

instance, if the facts of group 1 match the characteristics of a TS problem, the size of the problem

becomes a relevant factor which leads the system to suggest the use of a heuristic method rather than

a time-consuming branch-and-bound algorithm.

characteristics revealing
the definition domain of a solution

(feasibility space)

group 1

generic
information

group 2

characteristics revealing
potential evaluation criteria

(objective function)

group 3

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the analysis phase.

In the concrete case of the production model discussed above, the facts deduced from the

structure of the users example match the characteristics of more than one single method available in

the model base of the Tolomeo system. As a result, the analysis phase ends up with a list of possible

techniques to be used for generating new locations for the plants modeled by the user (Median

Algorithm, Center Algorithm, etc.).

As a summary, let us stress the two main attributes of the Models-Methods Links in the MbE-

approach, i.e. dynamic and example-driven. The inference process described above can be activated

at any moment during the incremental modeling process by pointing out every single model

component as a possible solution example. For illustrating the system's activity during the translation,
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analysis and pattern-matching phases, we have implied in the former paragraphs that the decision-

maker activates the inference process by pointing out the plants introduced in the model of Figure 4.

The inference process would lead to different results if, for instance, sectors were not a model

component at this stage or if other objects, such as warehouses, had been introduced in the model.

Analogously, choosing a different example, for instance the sectors instead of the plants, would cause

the system to deduce completely different facts (describing the characteristics of this new example)

and to end up with an appropriate list of methods for generating new partitions of the planning domain.

The Methods-Users Integration Link

In the following paragraphs we review the system's activity during the interpretation phase using the

model visualized in Figure 7. This will permit us to outline further important details involved in the

concrete implementation of the MbE approach and to discuss the third component enabling DSS

users to integrate formal methods into their decision-making processes: the Methods-Users

Integration Link.

Figure 7: Examples-based man-machine interaction in designing distribution paths.

Figure 7 shows the same production model introduced in Figure 4 in a slightly different

representation. First of all, some of the original objects - the plants, the sectors and the basic network -

are not visualized on the map. Let us remark at this point that the possibility of deciding whether

objects should be visualized or not is an important tool in the context of visual modeling as it supports

the user in creating specific problem views as well as in concentrating on particular model components.

A more relevant difference concerns the introduction of a new class of objects visualized through gray

links between markets. Globally, the new links represent a path connecting the northmost point of the
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planning area with the southmost one. The introduction of this new model component could be

motivated by the need to send a special delivery from the plant which is originally located irl the

northmost point (cf. Figure 4) to a specific market located in the south.

The user could now activate the knowledge-based component of the system by declaring the self-

designed path as a solution example. After the identification and formalization of the relevant model

components - note that in this case, neither the sectors nor the plants would be considered - the

system would deduce that the example (i) is a subgraph of the basic network displayed in Figure 4 and

(ii) has the structure of a path connecting two specific objects. The two facts (i) and (ii) are sufficient in

the final pattern-matching phase for suggesting the activation of a SP algorithm minimizing a specific

cost function (time, length, etc., depending on the data available in the model).

The interpretation process sketched in the last paragraph leads to the identification of a suitable

method only if the user does not introduce additional constraints in the model. In fact, by placing on

the map the special "go through" and "forbid" symbols illustrated in Figure 7 - which are not only used

in the context of identifying optimal paths - the user can require a solution to contain certain elements

or to avoid others. As can be shown easily, the identification of an optimal path visiting a set of given

vertices is generally a complex (NP-complete) problem which cannot be solved using a simple SP

algorithm. Accordingly, depending on the number n of fixed vertices, the system decides between

the multiple use of a SP algorithm (e.g. for n < 3) and the activation of a more specific algorithm, and

finally generates a solution like the one displayed in Figure 7.

In this specific case, as well as every time methods are selected and applied by the system, the

result is represented directly on the map in the form of a new model component whose characteristics

(visual representation, properties, formulas, etc.) are similar to the ones of the example designed by

the user. In fact, "examples" in the MbE approach do not only play the role of prototypic solutions but

also serve as models for the construction of proper output representations.

Besides demonstrating the kind of "methods-specific knowledge" needed during the pattern-

matching phase, the example above motivates the following remarks about three limitations or critical

factors associated with the MbE approach: correct problem interpretation, methods availability, and

context-dependency.

The first critical factor is the impossibility of guaranteeing correct problem interpretation given that

the strategy adopted in MbE - process deduction from user-generated solution examples - cannot be

reduced to a straightforward mechanical procedure. This unavoidable, but relative limitation has

already been pointed out (...the MbE approach does not and cannot lead to the development of

perfect oracles ...) and sufficiently discussed in section 2.
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Methods availability is the second critical issue in the realization of the MbE-approach. In fact, the

interpretation phase can lead to the correct identification of problems for which no suitable techniques

are available in the model base. This limitation does not represent a major problem as long as the

process of updating the model and knowledge bases of the DSS is supported by flexible knowledge

acquisition tools [12][30].

Context-dependency refers to the fact that both steps of the MbE approach (the development of a

suitable modeling environment and of the knowledge-based component) imply and actively build on

the existence of an underlying context. The choice of such a context is a critical factor in developing a

DSS following the MbE guidelines: A narrow context such as the one underlying so-called "Specific

DSS" [27] limits too much the modeling process and the variety of applicable methods and does not

justify the need for an "intelligent assistant" of the kind described in this paper. On the other side, a

too broad context affects the usability of the modeling environment (which becomes necessarily more

abstract) and provokes an explosion - in terms of size and complexity - of the knowledge base used in

the interpretation process. As a consequence, the guidelines described in this paper are well-suited

particularly for the development of so-called "DSS generators" [27], i.e. systems addressing a broad

but nevertheless well-bound decision context such as geographical or financial planning.

5 Concluding Remark

Paraphrasing Ronald Howard [14], the scientific approach to decision-making and problem-solving

has demonstrated that it can provide clarity to those few who have the resources and the will to use it.

The new challenge is to provide this help at an affordable price to all who could benefit from it.

The main purpose of this paper was to demonstrate that the same applies to the Model

Management research field, and that human-computer interaction issues play a crucial role in facing

the "new challenge". We did it by presenting the main principles, by illustrating the concrete

realization, and by discussing the opportunities and limitations of Modeling by Example, a new

conceptual framework for the effective integration of complex problem-solving techniques into human

decision-making processes.
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